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Privacy protection for personal data and fairness in automated decisions are fundamental requirements for

responsible Machine Learning. Both may be enforced through data preprocessing and share a common target:

data should remain useful for a task, while becoming uninformative of the sensitive information. The intrinsic

connection between privacy and fairness implies that modifications performed to guarantee one of these

goals, may have an effect on the other, e.g., hiding a sensitive attribute from a classification algorithm might

prevent a biased decision rule having such attribute as a criterion. This work resides at the intersection of

algorithmic fairness and privacy. We show how the two goals are compatible, and may be simultaneously

achieved, with a small loss in predictive performance. Our results are competitive with both state-of-the-art

fairness correcting algorithms and hybrid privacy-fairness methods. Experiments were performed on three

widely used benchmark datasets: Adult Income, COMPAS, and German Credit.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Privacy protection for personal data and fairness in automated decisions are two fundamental
demands of 21st century society. Both ideals share a common ingredient: the need to hide or protect
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certain attributes of the available data. Who the data are being hidden from and the reason for
hiding them conforms to the essential difference between these two disciplines. While privacy
seeks to protect the sensitive attributes (SAs) from being collected (or inferred) by a third-party,
fairness strives to prevent the decision mechanism from learning potentially discriminatory biases
with respect to these attributes. In the most elementary kind of fairness, a classification algorithm
is denied access to the attribute for which discrimination is to be prevented. However, this doesn’t
guarantee that the learnt decision rule will be free from discrimination, since the bias may not
only lie in the removed attributes, but on some other features correlated with them.

Fair ML seeks to correct these biases in order for classifiers to produce non-discriminatory de-
cisions. Chouldechova and Roth [12] present a road-map of work to be done in ML fairness. They
present a compendium of known facts about fairness, particularly that it is impossible to simul-
taneously equalise false positive rates, false negative rates and positive predictive values across
protected attributes (PAs), i.e., most fairness definitions are incompatible with one another [11].

This work is related to different areas of responsible ML, such as fair clustering, fair classification
and privacy-preserving data mining, as described in the following paragraphs.

1.1 Fairness Correction

A classifier’s predictive fairness may be adjusted by the combination of one or more of the
following approaches: preprocessing the training data [26, 31], in-processing the learning algo-
rithm [1, 8, 51, 53, 54], or post-processing a classifier’s predictions [28].

Fairness-correcting preprocessing is defined by Friedler et al. [24] as a set of preprocessing tech-
niques that modify input data so that any classifier trained on such data will be fair. Preprocessing
presents two distinct advantages over in-processing and post-processing correction:

(1) Preprocessing methods are classifier-agnostic, i.e., they will work regardless of the chosen
classifier. In contrast, most in-processing approaches consist of a modification over an exist-
ing classifier, e.g., fairness-aware Logistic Regression (LR) [51] or Naíve Bayes [7], or by
adding a fairness regularisation term, a strategy that would only apply to certain classifiers
such as LR [33].

(2) The introduced corrections are transparent and auditable by the user: it is possible to quan-
tify and report the changes introduced into data.

According to Kamiran and Calders [32], there are four ways in which to make adequate
adjustments to data to enforce fairness: suppressing certain features, also known as fairness

through unawareness [25], reweighing features [35], re-sampling data instances [26, 31, 43, 47],
and massaging variable values [32], e.g., through data relabelling. According to Berk et al. [5],
one of the main problems with fairness correction is the loss of prediction accuracy caused by
such interventions. Our method corrects fairness through massaging keeping a low accuracy
loss. Label massaging creates synthetic data and thus, when combined with microaggregation, it
provides effective privacy protection for data anonymisation.

1.2 Fairness and Privacy

Privacy and certain fairness definitions, e.g., equalised odds, aim at concealing sensitive informa-
tion while preserving the utility of data with respect to the task output [41]. While privacy aims at
protecting information from disclosure, fairness seeks to prevent certain classification behaviours
related to the PA [14]. Ekstrand et al. [20] argue in favour of integrating fairness research to socio-
technical systems that provide privacy protection. A k-anonymisation method was used in Hajian
et al. [27] to protect frequent patterns with fairness. However, most of the work connecting privacy
and fairness, has to do with differential privacy.
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Fair and Private Data Preprocessing through Microaggregation 49:3

Differential privacy may have disparate impact on both performance and fairness. Bagdasaryan
et al. [3] show that the reduction in accuracy incurred by deep differential private models
disproportionately impacts underrepresented PA groups, with differential privacy amplifying the
model’s bias towards the most popular groups. Regarding fairness, Cummings et al. [13] show
that if demographic parity is satisfied by an ε-differentially-private algorithm, this is caused by
trivial-accuracy classifiers. They also show that it is impossible to achieve exact fairness with non-
trivial accuracy and give approximate fairness bounds. Pujol et al. [40] show that the use of small ε
values also has a disparate impact on different PA groups. They propose a modified Laplace mech-
anism prioritising correct positive classifications. This corrects the disparity, at the cost of more
misclassifications.

Foulds et al. [22] define a multi-attribute fairness metric, differential fairness, inspired by the
use of ε in differential privacy, and extends the notion of the “80% rule” [4]: in order to satisfy
ε-differential fairness, the quotient of any two PA subgroups’ positive ratio (PR) should be
greater than e−ε and smaller than eε . Jagielski et al. [30] introduce a post-processing method,
private equalised odds, which is differentially private with respect to the PA and achieves equalised
odds fairness, at the cost of a high error-rate. Dwork et al. [18] discuss conditions upon which
fairness in classification implies privacy, and how differential privacy may be related to fairness.
Models of differential private and fair LR are provided in Xu et al. [50].

1.3 Contributions

In this article, we present Fair-MDAV, a fairness correction method for classification tasks with
t-closeness and k-anonymity guarantees. It is a modular system allowing for both privacy and
fairness to be enhanced either separately or all at once without any compromises, that may be
adjusted through protection and correction parameters.

Benchmark experiments were performed over three commonly used benchmarks for algo-
rithmic fairness and privacy: Adult Income, COMPAS and German Credit, measuring several
performance metrics as well as three fairness metrics. Fair-MDAV is competitive at enforcing
demographic parity, and outperforms state-of-the-art equalised odds methods at fairness/accuracy
tradeoff. This article is an extension of the position paper [45]: Fair-MDAV now allows to protect
the privacy of an SA, correct the fairness with respect to it, or do both things at once. This version
now permits to enforce fairness in two different ways, namely, positive and negative correction,
each performing better than the other with respect to recall and precision, respectively.

Ntoutsi et al. [39] emphasise on the need to consider the unsupervised case, particularly for un-
labelled data. While Fair-MDAV is not an unsupervised learning per se, it makes use of the MDAV
clustering algorithm [16] and borrows the notion of fairlet from the area of fair clustering [10].

2 BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

The scope of this article lies between the two communities of fairness and privacy research. We
provide an extensive list of definitions to clarify the similarities and differences between both areas.

2.1 Fairness

The following definitions are useful in understanding group fairness, the family of fairness metrics
on which we focus.

A binary task’s labels may usually take positive or negative values, referring to how desirable
that outcome may be, e.g., whether an application for college admission is successful or not. A
dataset’s PA refers to a feature prone to discrimination, due to many possible factors. In our case
we will be dealing with a single binary PA, e.g., every data-point will belong to one of two possible
groups. The ratio of the number of positive instances to the total number of instances in a group
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49:4 V. González-Zelaya et al.

will be referred to as the PR of the group. The PA value having the highest PR will be referred to
as the favoured (F ) group, while the other one will be the unfavoured (U ) group.

Although there are many different fairness definitions [34, 36], in this work we’ll focus on two
of them: demographic (or statistical) parity, which aims at achieving an equality of outcomes across
groups, and equalised odds, a stronger condition which seeks to equalise the PRs across correctly-
classified individuals.

Definition 2.1 (Demographic Parity). A classifier satisfies demographic parity (dPar) if the proba-
bility of being classified as positive is the same across PA subgroups:

P( Ŷ = 1 | PA = U ) = P( Ŷ = 1 | PA = F ).

Definition 2.2 (Equalised Odds). A classifier satisfies equalised odds if the probability of being
correctly classified is the same across PA subgroups:

P( Ŷ = i | Y = i, PA = U ) = P( Ŷ = i | Y = i, PA = F ) for i ∈ {0, 1}.

Since these equalities rarely hold, they may be thought of as differences between groups, with
smaller differences being more desirable with respect to a particular fairness definition. Therefore,
in this article we use the following scores:

Definition 2.3 (Demographic Parity Score). The demographic parity score (dPar) for a classifier Ŷ
is

dPar(Ŷ ) � �
�
�
P( Ŷ = 1 | PA = U ) − P( Ŷ = 1 | PA = F )��

�
. (1)

Definition 2.4 (Equalised Odds Score). The equalised odds score (eOdds) for a classifier Ŷ is

eOdds(Ŷ ) �
∑

i ∈{0,1}

�
�
�
P( Ŷ = i | Y = i, PA = U ) − P( Ŷ = i | Y = i, PA = F )��

�
. (2)

The fairlet concept, borrowed from fair clustering, is defined as follows:

Definition 2.5 (Fairlet). Given a dataset D with binary PA taking values F andU , an (m,n)-fairlet

ofD is defined as a subset ofD withm instances such that PA = U andn instances such that PA = F .

In the clustering context [2, 10], fairlets are used for obtaining fair clusters, i.e., clusters in which
the PA distribution is similar to the whole dataset. In our case, the purpose of fairlets is to locally
correct fairness and to anonymise the data.

2.2 Privacy

The following definitions are basic definitions for privacy-preserving data publishing that are used
throughout this article.

Removing all the identifiers from a database, such as social security number or name-surname,
does not protect individuals from re-identification. They may still be linked to unique combinations
of attribute values, and their SAs revealed in the data mining process. Two of the main models
for privacy-preserving data mining are k-anonymity and its enhancements, e.g., t-closeness, and
differential privacy. The differences and interactions between these two models are discussed in
the context of big data in Salas and Domingo-Ferrer [44].

The confidential or SAs are attributes that contain sensitive information on the individual, e.g.,
salary, medical conditions, religious beliefs, and so on. The quasi-identifiers (QIs) are attributes,
such that a unique combination of its values may be used to single out an individual for re-
identification. In our setting, the data features may be separated in SAs and QIs, with the SAs
consisting of the PA and the label. In [49], Latanya Sweeney showed that by using gender, birth
dates, and postal codes as QIs it is possible to identify 87% of individuals in the United States.
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To prevent re-identification, k-anonymity is defined in Samarati [48], Sweeney [49] as follows.

Definition 2.6 (k-Anonymity). A dataset is k-anonymous if each record is indistinguishable from
at least other k − 1 records within the dataset, when considering the values of its QIs.

There are several techniques for obtaining k-anonymous datasets, e.g., microaggregation, gen-
eralisation, or suppression; Fair-MDAV is based on microaggregation.

Definition 2.7 (Microaggregation). Microaggregation is a family of masking methods for statisti-
cal disclosure control, that obtain microaggregates in a dataset with n records, by combining the
records to form groups of size at leastk . For each attribute, an aggregate value (usually the average)
of each group is computed and is used to replace each of the original values.

Definition 2.8 (k-group). We define ak-group as a group ofk elements used for microaggregation.

Definition 2.9 (Information Loss). We define the information loss of a microaggregation proce-
dure over dataset D as the square root of the average within-group sum-of-squared-errors, i.e.,

Information Loss =

√√√
1

|D |

nд∑
j=1

nj∑
i=1

d (xi j , x̄ j )2, (3)

where d is the Euclidean distance, xi j denotes record i of group j, x̄ j is the average record of group
j, nд is the number of groups in the dataset and nj is the number of elements in group j.

The optimal k-partition for a microaggregation procedure is the one that maximises within-
group homogeneity, that is, the one that minimises the information loss. By design, k-anonymity
guarantees that the probability of linkage of an individual’s record is lower than 1/k , i.e., an ad-
versary knowing some of their characteristics cannot distinguish their record among a group of k
similar records. However, if unmodified, the distribution of the SAs in a k-group may be used to
infer the SA value of an individual, even if re-identification is not possible.

For example, if all the SA-values in a k-group are the same, an adversary may use their knowl-
edge of a record to link it with a k-group and learn the SA of the record. To prevent attribute
disclosure from to k-anonymity, t-closeness [38] is defined as follows:

Definition 2.10 (t-Closeness). A k-anonymous dataset D satisfies t-closeness if all its k-groups
satisfy t-closeness. A group of records of a dataset satisfies t-closeness if the distance between the
distribution of the SAs of the individuals in the group to the distribution of the SAs in the whole
table is not greater than a threshold t .

The rationale behind t-closeness is that by making the distribution of the SAs in the k-groups
similar to the distribution on the entire dataset, an adversary will not improve his knowledge of
the SAs of a record, even when knowing the k-group to which the record belongs.

In our case, we consider that the proportions of favoured and unfavoured attributes (SAs) in the
k-groups are similar to its proportions in the entire dataset. This is consistent with the concept of
fairlet (Definition 2.5).

Differential privacy may not be used for fairness-correcting preprocessing. The most widely used
approach to privacy protection is differential privacy [19]. Its promise is that including or excluding
an individual’s record in the database does not significantly affect the output of a learning algo-
rithm, and thus the same inferences about an individual may be made regardless of their record
belonging to the dataset. Such strong privacy guarantees come with a large cost on precision, as
there are inevitable tradeoffs between privacy and utility.
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ALGORITHM 1: Fair-MDAV algorithm.

input : D: dataset to process, with binary PA-and-label,

m: number of unfavoured records per fairlet,

n: number of favoured records per fairlet,

ma: boolean whether entries are microaggregated or not,

tau: float, the level of fairness correction,

nc: boolean whether negative correction is performed.

G← MakeFairlets(D,m, n); // Algorithm 2

G_micro← G; // No microaggregation if ma is False

if ma is True then
G_micro← Microaggregate(G); // Algorithm 3

D_corrected← CorrectFairness(D,G_micro, tau, nc); // Algorithm 4

return D_corrected

More importantly, differential privacy is typically used in an interactive setting in which the
result of a query is returned with noise added to provide it with differential privacy. Therefore,
differential privacy may not be used for fairness-correcting preprocessing.

3 FAIR-MDAV DESCRIPTION

Fair-MDAV, presented in Algorithm 1, consists of three methods:

(1) Given a desired cluster size k , MakeFairlets (Algorithm 2) clusters the training set D into
G, a collection of (m,n)-fairlets such that the fairlet’s elements are close to each other, where
m/n approximates the |U | / |F | proportion of D as closely as possible subject to m + n = k .
Clusters are formed in the following way: Let r̄ be D’s “average record”, i.e.,

r̄ �
1

|D |
∑
r ∈D

r .

MakeFairlets first locates e∗, the furthest element in D from r̄ , i.e.,

e∗ = arg max
e ∈D

d (e, r̄ ),

where d is the Euclidean distance.
Depending on PA(e∗), we define the auxiliary sets Fe∗ ,Ue∗ as follows: if e∗ ∈ U , then Fe∗

are the m nearest favoured records to e∗, while Ue∗ ⊂ U are the n − 1 nearest unfavoured

records to e∗. Otherwise, if e∗ ∈ F , then takem−1 records for Fe∗ and n records forUe∗ . Then,
д � {e∗} ∪ Fe∗ ∪Ue∗ will be an (m,n)-fairlet where Fe∗ andUe∗ are the nearest favoured and
unfavoured neighbours of e∗, respectively. Fairlet д is appended to G (D’s fairlet partition),
the elements ofд are removed fromD and MakeFairlets iterates over the remaining records
in D until no more fairlets can be formed, discarding the remaining records.

(2) Microaggregate (Algorithm 3) replaces the original records’ feature values with the corre-
sponding aggregated feature values of the fairlet they belong to, e.g., with the mean values.
The only exceptions to this are the PA and the label, for which the original values are kept.

(3) CorrectFairness (Algorithm 4) locally corrects the fairness of each fairlet by relabelling
its records depending on their PA values so that PR(U ) ≥ τ · PR(F ), where τ modulates
the amount of correction introduced to the data. Fairness correction may occur by rela-
belling negative unfavoured instances as positive (positive correction), or by relabelling posi-
tive favoured instances as negative (negative correction).
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ALGORITHM 2: MakeFairlets method
input : D, m, n

G← {};
while |{x ∈ D | pa(x) = 0}| ≥ m and |{x ∈ D | pa(x) = 1}| ≥ n do

x_mean← Mean({x ∈ D});
x_r← arg maxx∈D (distance(x, x_mean));
// Get m, n nearest records to x_r with pa = 0, pa = 1. Depending on its PA, x_r will belong

to either g_u or g_f.

g_u← GetNearestU(x_r,m);

g_f ← GetNearestF(x_r, n);

g← Append(g_u, g_f);

D← Drop(D, g);

G← Append(G, g);
return G

ALGORITHM 3: Microaggregate method

input : G
// Replace all the records in a fairlet by their mean value

G_micro← {};
for g in G do

g_mean← {};
x_mean← Mean({x ∈ g});
foreach x in g do

Append(g_mean, x_mean);

Append(G_micro, g_mean);
return G_micro

ALGORITHM 4: CorrectFairness method
input : G
/* Calculate the positive ratio for the favoured and unfavoured groups, replacing as many

unfavoured negatives with favoured positives as needed, dependant on tau */

for g in G do

fpr← PositiveRatio(g, 1);

upr← PositiveRatio(g, 0);

U_0← {x in g | pa(x) = 0 and y(x) = 0};
F_1← {x in g | pa(x) = 1 and y(x) = 1};
if nc is False then

while upr < tau ∗ fpr and |U_0| > 0 do
y(x) = 1 for x in U_0

else

while upr < tau ∗ fpr and |F_1| > 0 do
y(x) = 0 for x in F_1

D_corrected← Concatenate({g in G});
return D_corrected

In summary, Algorithm 1 consists of three components: Algorithm 2 calculates the training-set
fairlets, Algorithm 3 provides privacy protection, and Algorithm 4 introduces fairness correction.

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 18, No. 3, Article 49. Publication date: December 2023.
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Fig. 1. Microaggregates generated by Fair-MDAV, coloured in orange and purple, with microaggregated
features (Xma) and labels corrected positively (PC) and negatively (NC).

3.1 Simplified Example

Figure 1 exemplifies Fair-MDAV being applied to a 7-entry minimal dataset consisting of one
continuous feature (X ) and binary PA and label. In this particular example, Fair-MDAV micro-
aggregates the data into (2, 1)-fairlets in the following way:

(1) The average value of X is 8, and the record with the farthest X -value from 8 is A.
(2) Since A has PA = 1, to complete a (2, 1)-fairlet two records must be added: one with PA = 0

and one with PA = 1. The valid records closest to A are B and D. Hence, the first fairlet will
be {A, B, D}, coloured orange in Figure 1.

(3) After removing these three records, the process is repeated. The second fairlet becomes
{C, E, F}, coloured purple.

(4) Since three records are required to build a (2, 1)-fairlet and only one element remains, it is
dropped (G).

(5) Once the fairlets are grouped, the PA may be positively (PC) or negatively (NC) corrected.
For the orange fairlet, the uncorrected PRs are 0 for its unfavoured elements and 0.5 for its
favoured elements. When applying PC, record B’s label changes from 0 to 1, increasing the
unfavoured records’ PR from 0 to 1. Conversely, when applying NC, records A and C are
relabelled from 1 to 0, which changes the favoured records’ PR from 1 to 0. On the other
hand, the purple fairlet needs no correction, as the unfavoured PR is already greater than
the favoured PR.

Assuming τ = 1, the PC and NC columns display the positive and negative fairness correction
relabellings, respectively, which are performed fairlet-wise. For PC, entries with PA = 0 and label =
0 get relabelled as 1, as long as the proportion of PA = 1 with label = 1 is higher than the proportion
of PA = 0 with label = 1. For NC, it is PA = 1 with label = 1 entries that get relabelled to 0 as long
as the same condition holds.

4 EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments were run over three datasets commonly used as benchmarks in both the privacy
and fairness literature: Adult Income (Income) [17], COMPAS [37], and German Credit (Credit) [17],
described next and in Table 1.

Income is a subset of the 1994 U.S. census, where the usual task assigned to it is to predict
whether individuals will earn over $50, 000 per year given their demographics; it is biased against
women. COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions) is a
subset of criminal records from Broward County, Florida, regarding the recidivism of former
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Fair and Private Data Preprocessing through Microaggregation 49:9

Table 1. Datasets Used for Our Experiments

Dataset SAs QIs Instances

PA Label

Income Sex Earns Over $50 k 12 48,842
COMPAS Race Recidivated 8 6,907
Credit Sex Repaid Loan 20 1,000

Table 2. Experimental Parameter Values

Parameter Values Description

m 	10i · |U ||D | + 0.5
 for i ∈ 1 . . . 10 (m,n)-fairlet size [n = 10i −m]

k 10i for i ∈ 1 . . . 10 k-group size

τ 0.1i for i ∈ 0 . . . 10 Fairness correction level

ma True, False Microaggregation

nc True, False Negative correction

felons in the two years following their release; it is shown to be biased against black felons. Credit

contains financial and demographic attributes along with a classification of each individual as
a good or bad credit risk, i.e., whether they repaid their loans or not. It is also biased against
women.

Given the difference in number of instances between these datasets, the patterns are clearer
on Income, while a lot of noise is present on our Credit analyses. We evaluated a selection
of fairness and performance metrics exhaustively across the parameter values presented in
Table 2.

For each parameter combination, five-fold cross validation (CV) train-test splits were per-
formed, applying Fair-MDAV to the training sets and followed by training several distinct
classifiers—LR, random forests (RF), stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with hinge loss and
Gaussian naíve bayes (GNB)—over modified training sets. Fairness and performance metrics
were evaluated over the corresponding test sets, and the resulting metrics are represented with
their average across CV splits, and the 95% confidence intervals. We use scikit-learn’s [15] imple-
mentations to learn the corresponding classifiers.

We measure the quality of the clustering by microaggregation through information loss (3), aver-
aged by attribute, considering that each dataset has a different number of attributes for comparison.
We compare our results on information loss to MDAV [16], a microaggregation-based algorithm
(without fairness guarantees) that has had several modifications and improvements, such as adapt-
ing it for dynamic data [46] or improving its efficiency [42].

Figure 2 shows that MDAV incurs lower information loss than Fair-MDAV since the fairlets are
more restrictive than the k-groups, and the group size (m+n or k) is related to the information loss,
however the difference between both methods almost remains constant with fairlet size increments.
In the following section we show how our method is able to correct for group fairness while
providing good utility and privacy.

4.1 Fairness, Privacy, and Accuracy Tradeoffs

The modularity of Fair-MDAV makes its privacy and fairness-correction components independent
of each other. It is nonetheless interesting to analyse the impact of choosing certain parameter
values on the effectiveness of the correction. Figure 3 shows that Fair-MDAV is effective regardless
of the classifier that we tested on the data.
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Fig. 2. Information loss for MDAV and Fair-MDAV related to the group size on Income, COMPAS, and Credit.

Fig. 3. Fairness/accuracy tradeoffs obtained considering τ = 0 (no correction) and τ = 1 (full correction)
with a fixed fairlet size of 10 on Income, COMPAS, and Credit.

It also shows that the accuracy-loss caused by τ is negligible, while the disparity is steeply
reduced towards zero (as measured with dPar and eOdds). Fair-MDAV produced similar results
across the aforementioned classifiers. Therefore, we focus the rest of our analysis on LR alone,
which additionally allows us to compare Fair-MDAV with Xu et al. [50]’s differentially-private-
and-fair LR.

In Figure 4 we show the tradeoffs between fairness and accuracy, averaged across the CV folds
on the test set. It shows all the possible tradeoffs on fairness and accuracy across all parameter
value combinations of fairlet size (n +m) and correction (τ ) presented in Table 2 for the Income

dataset. Analogous plots for COMPAS and Credit—displaying similar behaviours—are presented in
Figures 11, 12, 13, 14 15, 16, 17, and 18 in Appendix B.

Figure 4 showcases the effect of τ correction and privacy guarantees measured by fairlet sizes.
The sparsity in accuracy-loss is mostly explained by micro-aggregation, with cluster-size being the
dominant factor that determines it: the larger the fairlet, the more accuracy will be lost with respect
to the original dataset. Fairness correction, on the other hand, has a slight impact on accuracy loss,
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Fig. 4. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on microaggregated Income across Fair-MDAV parameters.

Fig. 5. Fairness/accuracy tradeoffs obtained for correction parameter τ and fixed fairlet size of 10 on Income,
COMPAS, and Credit. The lines represent the average for the 5-folds and 95% confidence interval.

while having a large, descending impact on equalised odds and demographic parity scores. In
Figure 5, we show such tradeoffs (with their confidence intervals) for a fixed fairlet size of 10 as a
function of τ on Income, COMPAS, and Credit. It can be observed that the best scores for both dPar
and eOdds are achieved for τ values closer to 1.

In Figure 6, we can see that the negative correction parameter of Fair-MDAV always improves
fairness, however, depending on the correction it may improve classifiers’ precision or recall. We
consider that negative correction is harder to ethically justify, as it implies taking away from the
favoured group instead of compensating the unfavoured group, i.e., fairness is attained with a
lessened amount of overall well-being.
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Fig. 6. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments over microag-
gregated Income.

4.2 Using Fair-MDAV for Fairness Correction Alone

The privacy and fairness components of Fair-MDAV may be independently applied. In this sub-
section, we consider the properties of Fair-MDAV as a fairness correcting algorithm, without the
additional privacy guarantees provided by microaggregation.

As may be observed in Figure 7, when data is not microaggregated fairness correction and ac-
curacy loss are strongly correlated, i.e., higher τ values not only lead to improved outcomes for
the unfavoured group, but also cause the performance of the learnt classifiers to drop. The “fairest”
non-microaggregated classifiers produced an accuracy higher than 84%, with much less correction
being required for it than in the microaggregated case. Depending on the correction and cluster
types, τ values between 0.6 and 0.8 produced optimal eOdds, while τ = 1 is required to attain
optimal demographic parity. Larger τ values lead to a fairness over-correction, i.e., the unfavoured
group’s PRs become much better than the favoured group’s, and hence unfairness happens, only
in a reversed way, i.e., the favoured group becomes unfavoured and viceversa. This behaviour con-
trasts with the microaggregated case, in which setting τ = 1 achieves the best possible fairness for
every cluster size and type.

The need for larger τ values to enforce demographic parity may be explained by the severity of
the introduced constraint: while for eOdds true positives and true negatives usually sit nearby a
decision boundary, forcing positive rates across PA groups may require a much greater change in
the aforementioned decision boundary.

In Figure 8, we show the tradeoffs between accuracy and fairness obtained for a fixed fairlet
size of 10 (without applying microaggregation) and positive correction parameter τ on Income,
COMPAS and Credit. It can be seen that the minimum score for demographic parity is achieved for
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Fig. 7. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on non-microaggregated Income across Fair-MDAV parameters.

Fig. 8. Average and 95% confidence interval for accuracy and fairness obtained without microaggregation
for each positive correction parameter τ and fixed fairlet size of 10 on Income, COMPAS, and Credit.

the values of τ between 0.5 and 0.7 for all three datasets. This value may be automatically obtained
for any specific dataset through an optimisation procedure, e.g., Bayesian optimisation [23]. Note
that increasing the τ after achieving the minimum fairness score actually decreases the dataset’s
fairness by over-compensating the unfavoured group.

Figure 9 shows the resulting precision and recall across the non-microaggregated experiments
on Income. As may be seen, fairness correction impacts precision and recall in opposite directions,
and it does so differently for positive and negative correction: while for positive correction higher
τ -values cause worse precision and better recall scores, for negative correction higher τ -values
imply better precision but worse recall.

The precision/recall tradeoff is a well-known phenomenon [6], but in our case it follows from
the way Fair-MDAV corrects fairness: positive correction relabels negative records as positive,
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Fig. 9. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments over non-
microaggregated Income.

relaxing the constraints upon which a data instance would be classified as positive. This, in turn,
causes the learnt classifier to predict less false negatives (improving recall) at the cost of labelling
more false positives (worsening precision). With negative correction the effect is precisely the
opposite: the constraints for being classified as positive are stronger, hence there will be less
false positives (better precision) but more false negatives (worse recall). Since classification tasks
may find one performance metric to be more relevant than the other (e.g., for fraud detection the
false negative rate, i.e., recall, should be as small as possible), the choice of positive vs. negative
correction can aid in improving the relevant performance metric, as a bonus to correcting
fairness.

4.3 Comparison vs. Existing Fairness Methods

In this subsection, we compare Fair-MDAV with other existing fairness methods that are opti-
mised for improving either Demographic Parity or Equalised Odds. We perform a comparison
of the Pareto fronts of Fair-MDAV, ParDS [26], Fair Classification [52], and FairLearn Threshold

Optimiser [28] on all three datasets in our study: Income, COMPAS, and Credit. Additionally, we
compare Fair-MDAV with the reported values on Income for the following algorithms: PFLR* [50],
preferential sampling (PREF) [32], learning fair representations (LFR) [54], adaptive sen-

sitive reweighting (ASR) [35], ADAFAIR [29], SMOTEBOOST [9], and parametrised correction

(ParDS) [26].

4.3.1 Demographic Parity Comparison. We perform a comparison of the Pareto fronts of prepro-
cessing (ParDS), in-processing (Fair Classification), and post-processing (FairLearn) state-of-the-art
methods.

Since FairLearn Threshold Optimiser (like many other in-processing methods) returns a classi-
fier with no adjustable parameters, it can not be tuned for different fairness/accuracy tradeoffs.
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Fig. 10. Fairness/accuracy tradeoffs for Fair-MDAV compared to pre-, in-, and post-processing methods over
the benchmark datasets.

Table 3. Fairness and Accuracy Values for Different
Privacy Guarantees

Algorithm Privacy dPar Accu

Fair-MDAV t = 0.05 (k = 10) 0.02 0.79

Fair-MDAV t = 0.19 (k = 20) 0.04 0.79

Fair-MDAV k = 100 0.05 0.78
PFLR* ε = 0.1 0.00 0.75
PFLR* ε = 1 0.01 0.76
PFLR* ε = 10 0.02 0.76

Fair-MDAV, Fair Classification, and ParDS, on the other hand, provide different tradeoffs and are
classifier-agnostic.

The results presented in Figure 10 were produced by measuring Demographic Parity Ratio, as
this is the metric for which Fair Classification optimises. 5-Fold CV was performed over the same
folds for every method; this accounts for the confidence intervals displayed in Figure 10. For every
instance, Fair-MDAV was set to produce fairlets of size 10, i.e., u + f = 10. On all five tested
methods, LR was chosen as the classification algorithm, since Fair Classification is based on it.

We observe that Fair-MDAV outperforms FairLearn, i.e., a better fairness ratio is obtained at
similar accuracy, and is competitive with Fair Classification when not microaggregated, i.e., with-
out adding privacy, and it is outperformed by ParDS only over Income. We also note that the mi-
croaggregated Fair-MDAV is dominated by the non-microaggregated Fair-MDAV on every tested
dataset. These results are expected, as there is always a privacy/accuracy tradeoff. It is also worth
mentioning that the performance ordering for the methods varies across different datasets, show-
ing that there is no universal-best method.

Table 3 presents demographic parity and accuracy metrics for different privacy definitions
(namely, k-anonymity, t-closeness, and ε-differential privacy). Although Fair-MDAV and PFLR*
aim at different privacy guarantees, we include this comparison as both methods lie within the Fair-
ness/Privacy intersection. LR classifiers learnt from Fair-MDAV-protected data are competitive in
both fairness and accuracy with PFLR*. However, PFLR* provides differential privacy for LR only,
and it is optimised for improving Demographic Parity exclusively, while Fair-MDAV can be used
with any classifier and for any fairness metric. When guaranteeing t-closeness (t = 0.05 k = 10),
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Table 4. Demographic Parity and
Accuracy Comparison of Fair-MDAV

with Related Fairness-correcting
Methods over Income

Method Clf dPar Accu

Fair-MDAV LR 0.01 0.80

LFR [54] LR 0.20 0.68

Fair-MDAV DT 0.09 0.76
PREF [32] DT 0.03 0.84

The compared metrics were obtained by

training different classification algorithms

(Clf), namely, LR and decision trees (DT).

The best result for each metric is

highlighted.

Table 5. Equalised Odds and Accuracy
Comparison of Fair-MDAV with Related
Fairness-correcting Methods over Income

Method Clf eOdds Accu

Fair-MDAV LR 0.05 0.85

ASR [35] LR 0.05 0.82

Fair-MDAV AB 0.22 0.85

ADAFAIR [29] AB 0.08 0.83
SMOTEBOOST [9] AB 0.47 0.81

The compared metrics were obtained by training

different classification algorithms (Clf), namely, LR

and AdaBoost (AB). The best result for each metric

is highlighted.

Fair-MDAV has better accuracy for the same dPar as PFLR* [50] with ε = 10. PFLR* with ε = 0.1
obtains the overall best dPar at the cost of higher accuracy loss.

Table 4 compares dPar and accuracy (Accu) scores on Income for Fair-MDAV when used purely
for fairness correction against existing fairness correction methods. Fair-MDAV achieves slightly
worse dPar scores than ParDS, but they are better than PREF. However, it does so at a higher cost
in accuracy loss.

4.3.2 Equalised Odds Comparison. In Table 5, we observe that Fair-MDAV and ASR achieve
the best eOdds score; however, Fair-MDAV provides a much better accuracy than ASR.

5 LIMITATIONS

There are two kinds of limitations in this study: technical specifications and legal regulations. From
the technical standpoint, our study focused on group-fairness definitions, considered the binary
PA-and-label case and using the euclidean distance exclusively during Fair-MDAV’s clustering
phase. These limitations could be addressed in future research by extending Fair-MDAV to work
on multiple and multi-class PA and label, experimenting with different distance definitions and
analysing the impact of Fair-MDAV on individual-fairness definitions.

On the legal front, there is a potential issue as well: label massaging alone may be in conflict
with the accuracy principle of legislations such as the European Union’s General Data Protec-

tion Regulation (GDPR) [21]. Hence, the usage of Fair-MDAV for pure fairness-correction
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(not making use of the privacy component) may not be suitable for some tasks. Nonetheless,
anonymised data does not fall within the scope of GDPR—as it can not be associated to specific
individuals—and, therefore, is no longer considered to be personal data. Therefore, making use of
Fair-MDAV’s privacy component overcomes such limitations.

6 CONCLUSION

Fair-MDAV is a modular and parametrisable fairness-correcting preprocessing method with pri-
vacy guarantees. Fair-MDAV is also definition agnostic for group-fairness definitions and classi-
fication algorithms. Its modularity allows for publishing data with k-anonymity and t-closeness
guarantees and then optimising for fair-classification. Precision and recall may be further priori-
tised through the selection of negative or positive correction, respectively.

We tested Fair-MDAV’s effectiveness over three datasets (Income, COMPAS, and Credit) using
four classifiers (LR, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Gaussian Naíve Bayes), as measured
by three performance (accuracy, precision, and recall) and two fairness (demographic parity and
equalised odds) scores.

Fair-MDAV outperforms existing fairness-correcting methods, producing a better equalised
odds/accuracy tradeoff, and is competitive with respect to the resulting demographic par-
ity/accuracy tradeoff as well. It also provides better accuracy for the same demographic parity
scores achieved by PFLR*.

APPENDICES

A ONLINE RESOURCES

A.1 Code Availability

Fair-MDAV is available in the form of a Jupyter notebook at https://github.com/vladoxNCL/
fairMDAVplus.

A.2 Availability of Data and Material

The datasets on which our experiments were run are available at:

Adult Income: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult
COMPAS: https://github.com/propublica/compas-analysis
German Credit: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/statlog+(german+credit+data)

They were all prepared using the data_cleanup.ipynb notebook available at the project’s repos-
itory.

B ADDITIONAL PLOTS

This section contains analogous plots to Figures 4, 7, 6, and 9 corresponding to the COMPAS and
Credit datasets.
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Fig. 11. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on microaggregated COMPAS across Fair-MDAV parameters.

Fig. 12. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on microaggregated Credit across Fair-MDAV parameters.
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Fig. 13. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on non-microaggregated COMPAS across Fair-MDAV parameters.

Fig. 14. Fairness/accuracy tradeoff on non-microaggregated Credit across Fair-MDAV parameters.
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Fig. 15. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments on microag-
gregated COMPAS.

Fig. 16. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments on microag-
gregated Credit.
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Fig. 17. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments on non-
microaggregated COMPAS.

Fig. 18. Precision and recall vs. equalised odds for positive and negative correction experiments on microag-
gregated Credit.
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